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Abstract: A mathematical model is proposed to describe the flow, heat, and mass transfer behaviour
of a non-Newtonian (Jeffrey and Oldroyd-B) fluid over a stretching sheet. Moreover, a similarity
solution is given for steady two-dimensional flow subjected to Buongiorno’s theory to investigate
the nature of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) in a porous medium, utilizing the local thermal non-
equilibrium conditions (LTNE). The LTNE model is based on the energy equations and defines
distinctive temperature profiles for both solid and fluid phases. Hence, distinctive temperature
profiles for both the fluid and solid phases are employed in this study. Numerical solution for the
nonlinear ordinary differential equations is obtained by employing fourth fifth order Runge–Kutta–
Fehlberg numerical methodology with shooting technique. Results reveal that, the velocity of the
Oldroyd-B fluid declines faster and high heat transfer is seen for lower values of magnetic parameter
when compared to Jeffry fluid. However, for higher values of magnetic parameter velocity of the
Jeffery fluid declines faster and shows high heat transfer when compared to Oldroyd-B fluid. The
Jeffery liquid shows a higher fluid phase heat transfer than Oldroyd-B liquid for increasing values
of Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameters. The increasing values of thermophoresis
parameter decline the liquid and solid phase heat transfer rate of both liquids.

Keywords: local thermal non-equilibrium; magnetohydrodynamics (MHD); porous medium; Oldroyd-
B fluid; Jeffrey fluid; thermophoresis and Brownian motion

1. Introduction

Two basic models can be used for describing convective heat transport in a porous
media: the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model (one equation model) and the LTNE
model (two equations model). The temperature difference among the liquid and solid
phases are included in the LTNE model. In some circumstances, the assumption of LTE
is not relevant if there is a considerable temperature difference between the two phases.
At this stage, the LTNE model must be used, and an extra thermal boundary condition
should be specified at the interface. Amiri et al. [1] initially proposed the two major
approaches known as models A and B for the constant wall heat flux boundary constraints
under the LTNE model in a completely filled porous medium channel. In the first method,
the entire heat flux is divided between the liquid phase depending on their efficient
conductivities and temperature gradients, whereas the second model approaches that
each of the individual phases gets an equal share of the total heat flux. Later, using
LTNE condition, numerous researchers explored the different liquid streams on diverse
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surfaces. Malashetty et al. [2] used the two-field model and the Lapwood–Brinkman
model to construct an LTNE model to investigate convection in fluid with porous media.
Muthtamilselvan et al. [3] explored the effect of LTNE on a laminar stream of nanofluid
through an upright plate with permeable material. Prakash et al. [4] used the LTNE model
to simulate the non-Darcian flow of liquid on an upright plate surrounded by a permeable
material. Hashemi et al. [5] demonstrated the radiative flow of a micropolar nanoliquid
within a porous medium under LTNE conditions.

The flow of a liquid on a stretching sheet (SS) in the occurrence of magnetic fields has
received substantial attention because of its diverse applications in engineering processes
such as glass fibre, plasma investigations, and geothermal energy extraction. During the
past decades, numerous studies related to MHD effect on fluid flow over a SS have been
published. Hayat et al. [6] conferred the MHD stagnancy flow of micropolar fluid past a
non-linear SS. Mabood et al. [7] elucidated the entropy production analysis in MHD flow of
Casson liquid past an SS. Aslani et al. [8] studied the radiative MHD stream of micropolar
liquid on an SS. Kumar et al. [9] explored the magnetised flow of Casson nanoliquid on
a coiled SS with chemical reaction. Radhika et al. [10] conferred the flow of dusty hybrid
nanoliquid past an SS with melting and magnetic effect.

Nanofluids are liquids suspended with ultrafine particles that are diluted in nature.
These fluids offer superior thermophysical characteristics over pure fluid carriers. The
nanoparticle material and its volume fraction in the suspension have the greatest influence
on the improvement of thermal conductivity. Buongiorno [11] discovered that the absolute
velocity of a nanoparticle may be calculated by adding the relative velocity and base
liquid velocity. He presented a nanofluid model for convection that included Brownian
diffusion and thermophoresis factors into the energy equation. Later, using this model,
numerous researchers explored the flow behaviour of different nanoliquids past various
surfaces. Chu et al. [12] explored the MHD flow of third grade liquid on an SS using
the Buongiorno model in presence of gyrotactic microbes. Using the Buongiorno model,
Ijaz et al. [13] explored the entropy analysis in convective flow of Sisko liquid with Joule
heating. Gowda et al. [14,15] explored the Stefan blowing impact on flow of different
liquids on an SS using Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis factors.

The flow and thermal analyses are commonly used in a variety of fields and have
been researched by many scientists in numerous engineering applications, such as drying
processes, thermal insulation, solar collectors, electronic cooling, heat exchangers, and
chemical engineering. Recently, Lund et al. [16] exemplified the flow of Cu-Al2O3/water
rotating hybrid nanofluid perfusing a porous medium over the stretching/shrinking
surface. Irfan et al. [17] conferred the MHD flow of bio-nanoliquid on an SS with porous
medium and radiation effect. Gowda et al. [18] explored the chemically reactive stream
of second grade nanoliquid on an SS with Marangoni convection in the occurrence of a
porous medium. Kumar et al. [19] studied the flow of Casson hybrid nanoliquid on a
poignant moving disk in the presence of a porous medium. Tadesse et al. [20] exemplified
the radiating stream of nanoliquid past a porous SS with magnetic effect.

The research of non-Newtonian liquids has piqued the interest of many researchers
due to the wide range of uses in manufacturing and technical processes. In comparison
to Newtonian fluids, the mechanics of flow, mass, and heat transport in non-Newtonian
liquids is more complicated. As a result, the behaviour of non-Newtonian liquid motion is
characterized in terms of strongly coupled and nonlinear equations, excluding the existence
of closed form solutions. Because of their relaxation features, Jeffrey and Oldroyd-B nanoflu-
ids have important applications in fluid mechanics. Hence, several researchers have done a
comparative study on these fluid flow models past diverse surfaces. Sandeep et al. [21] did
a comparative analysis on Maxwell, Oldroyd-B, and Jeffrey fluid flows on a porous SS using
the Buongiorno model. In the presence of a thermal radiation, transverse magnetic field,
non-uniform heat source and sink, Sandeep and Sulochana [22] introduced a novel model
for investigating the heat transfer behaviour of Maxwell, Oldroyd-B, and Jeffrey nanofluids
on an SS. The flow of nano-fluid models like Maxwell, Oldroyd-B, and Jeffery with heat
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source/sink across a cone was examined by Reddy et al. [23]. The entropy production was
examined by Almakki et al. [24] with Brownian movement and thermophoresis diffusions
by utilizing Maxwell, Oldroyd-B, and Jeffery nanofluid models. Saeed et al. [25] examined
the chemically reacting MHD flow of Maxwell, Oldroyd-B, and Jeffery nanofluid models
with modified Fourier heat flux.

The present investigation demonstrates that the intensity of the LTNE for the phenomena
of heat transfer and flow of Jefferey and Oldroyd-B liquids in the presence of porous media
and MHD is not effectively covered. Furthermore, several relevant characteristics that affect
heat transfer improvement are not taken into account. As a result, the purpose of this research
is to demonstrate the influence of dimensionless factors on the involved profiles of Jefferey
and Oldroyd-B nanomaterial liquids using the Buongiorno model. In addition, we carried
out a comparison analysis of Jefferey and Oldroyd-B nanomaterial liquids.

2. Mathematical Formulation

Consider a steady incompressible laminar flow of two combined non-Newtonian
nanofluids (Oldroyd-B and Jeffrey) over a sheet being stretched with the velocity Uw = cx
in a porous medium. The flow being restricted to y > 0 (see Figure 1) and coinciding with
the plane y = 0. Further, the mathematical model used for the nanofluid is the one which
incorporates the effects of Brownian motion and thermophoresis. Homogeneousness in
the porous medium is assumed. It is also assumed that the magnetic field B0 is applied
perpendicular to the sheet. The heat transfer analysis of the liquid and solid phase is
analysed using two different heat transport equations [4,26]:
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The equations for the assumed flow, heat, and mass transfer scrutiny inside the porous
medium takes the following forms [4,21,23]:
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1
ε

[
u

∂C
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∂C
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]
= DB

(
∂2C
∂y2 +

∂2C
∂x2

)
+

DT
T∞

(
∂2Tf

∂y2

)
. (5)

The imposed boundary constraints are:

u = cx, v = 0, Tf = Tw, Tp = Tw, C = Cw at y = 0,
u→ 0, ∂u

∂y → 0, Tf → T∞, Tp → T∞, C → C∞ as y→ ∞.

}
(6)

The proposed mathematical model is deliberated based on the following conditions:

i. The problem represents Jeffrey fluid, if β1 = 0, β2 6= 0, β3 6= 0.
ii. The problem represents Oldroyd-B fluid, if β1 6= 0, β2 = 0, β3 6= 0.

Dimensionless quantities employed in the mathematical model are as follows:

ψ =
√cν f x f (η), u = ∂ψ

∂y = cx f ′(η), v = − ∂ψ
∂x = −√cν f f (η), η =

√
c

ν f
y,

θ f (η) =
Tf−T∞
Tw−T∞

, θs(η) =
Ts−T∞
Tw−T∞

, χ(η) = C−C∞
Cw−C∞

.

 (7)

Using Equation (7), the governing Equations (2)–(5) are reduced as follows:

f ′′′ + λ2

[
f ′′ 2 − f f iv

]
− (1+β2)

ε2

[
f ′2 − f f ′′

]
− (1 + β2)K∗∗ f ′

−(1 + β2)M f ′ − (1 + β2)
[
λ1
(

f 2 f ′′′ − 2 f f ′ f ′′
)]

= 0,

}
(8)

1
Pr

θ
′′
f +

1
ε

f θ′f + Nbχ′θ′f + Ntθ
′
f
2 + H

(
θs − θ f

)
= 0, (9)

1
Pr

θ
′′
s + γH

(
θ f − θs

)
= 0, (10)

1
Sc

χ′′ +
1
ε

f χ′ +
1
Sc

Nt

Nb
θ
′′
f = 0. (11)

along with the associated reduced boundary constraints:

f ′(0) = 1, f (0) = 0, θ f (0) = 1, θs(0) = 1, χ(0) = 1,
f ′(∞)→ 0, f ′′ (∞)→ 0, θ f (∞)→ 0, θs(∞)→ 0 , χ(∞)→ 0 .

}
(12)

The emerging non-dimensional physical parameters in the model are as follows:

K∗∗ =
ν f

K∗c , λ1 = β1c, λ2 = β3c, Pr =
ν f
α f

, Sc =
ν f
DB

, M =
σf B2

0
ρ f c ,

Nt =
τDT(Tw−T∞)

ν f T∞
, Nb = τDB(Cw−C∞)

ν f
, γ =

εk f
(1−ε)ks

, H =
h f sα f
εck f

.

The local skin friction, Nusselt number, and Sherwood number relations are used to
determine the resistance to flow, rate of heat and mass transfer. These relations in their
non-dimensional form takes the following structure:

√
ReC f = 2

(
1 + λ1

1 + λ2

)
f ′′ (0), (13)

Nu f√
Re

= −θ′ f (0), (14)
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Nus√
Re

= −θ′s(0), (15)

Sh√
Re

= −χ′(0). (16)

3. Result and Discussion

This section features a detailed explanation as well as the influence of important
relevant factors on the related distributions. The impact of these characteristics is presented
visually one by one and is explained clearly in terms of physical importance. All calcula-
tions are performed for an extensive array of parameters involved in the flow problem.
The system of modelled equations is reduced by using suitable similarity transformations,
which are then tackled numerically by using Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg-45 (RKF-45) process
with shooting technique. The influence of dimensionless factors on the flow, heat, and
mass transfer of Jefferey and Oldroyd-B nanomaterial liquids are analysed using the Buon-
giorno model. In addition, we carried out a comparison analysis of Jefferey and Oldroyd-B
nanomaterial liquids. The Prandtl number has been set to be adjusted for all of this, while
other parameters have been set to be varied in order to analyse their effects on velocity,
mass and heat transport. We also compared the obtained numerical results to published
work in Table 1 and found a good agreement with each other.

Table 1. Comparison of results for the thermal gradient with published papers for some re-
duced cases.

Pr

Published Papers θ
′
(0) Present Results

Ishak et al. [27] Vajravelu et al. [28]
Prakash et al. [4]

θ
′
s(0) θ

′

f(0)
θ
′
s(0) θ

′

f(0)

0.7 0.8086 0.808836 0.808570 0.808578 0.808619 0.808625

1 1.0000 1.000000 0.999927 0.999937 0.999945 0.999953

2 1.9237 1.923687 1.923556 1.923573 1.923675 1.923685

10 3.7207 3.720788 3.720444 3.720475 3.720616 3.720632

Figure 2a reveals the domination of K∗∗ on f ′(η) for both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey
liquids. The improvement in K∗∗ weakens the f ′(η) of both liquids. The increasing values
of porosity component improve the system’s resistance. Because of the higher frictional
force, this produces a reduction in fluid flow. In this case, increased porosity increases the
surface’s resistance to liquid motion. This increased resistance reduces the velocity of the
liquid. Further, for lower values of K∗∗, f ′(η) for Oldroyd-B liquid is strongly triggered and
declines faster than Jefferey liquid. However, for higher values of K∗∗, the f ′(η) of Jeffery
liquid is strongly triggered and declines faster than Oldroyd-B liquid. Figure 2b is plotted
to disclose the domination of K∗∗ on θ f (η) for both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids. The
escalation in K∗∗ improves the θ f (η) for both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids. With a rise in
K∗∗, the fluids become more viscous, and the fluid’s velocity stagnates as a consequence
of the higher viscosity that restricts fluid mobility over the surface, the K∗∗ indicates
resistance to movement as the temperature gradient increases. This is consistent with the
notion that raising K∗∗ causes an increase in tension, which is responsible for temperature
boundary layer thickening. It is obvious that the occurrence of a permeable material causes
progressive constraint to the flow of liquid, resulting in a diminution in liquid velocity and
a rise in heat transfer. Further, it is noticed that Oldroyd-B liquid shows improved heat
transfer compared to Jefferey liquid for lower porosity, but for improved porosity values,
Jefferey liquid shows improved heat transfer compared to Oldroyd-B liquid.
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Figure 3a is plotted to explore the domination of M on f ′(η) for both Oldroyd-B and
Jefferey liquids. The improvement in M weakens the f ′(η) of both liquids. The magnetic
field’s influence on the flow field is indicated by the M. The presence of a magnetization in
the fluid flow region causes the fluid to move more slowly. In general, an increase in the M
produces the opposite force to the flow, which is known as the Lorentz force. This force
tends to diminish the thickness of the velocity boundary layer. Further, for lower values
of M, f ′(η) for Oldroyd-B liquid is strongly triggered and declines faster than Jefferey
liquid. However, for higher values of M, the f ′(η) of Jeffery liquid is strongly triggered
and declines faster than Oldroyd-B liquid. The stimulation of M on θ f (η) for both liquids
is exemplified in Figure 3b. The escalating values of M decays the θ f (η) of both liquids.
According to these observations, the magnetic force adds another layer of resistance to
the flow, slowing velocity and increasing temperature. The existence of a magnetic field
induces Lorentz force, resulting in a retarding effect on nanoparticles and the base fluid
velocity field. Thermal energy is released as a consequence of the extra effort required
to draw the nanofluid toward the operation of the magnetic field. This heats the fluid,
raising fluid temperatures. Further, it is noticed that Oldroyd-B liquid shows improved
heat transfer compared to Jefferey liquid for lower M values, but for improved M values,
Jefferey liquid shows improved heat transfer compared to Oldroyd-B liquid.

Figure 4a shows the power of γ on θ f (η) of both liquids. The growth in γ declines
the θ f (η) of both liquids. According to the definition of the γ, the ability of the fluid
phase for heat transfer decreases as γ increases. Moreover, fluid phase heat transfer of
Jefferey liquid is more than that of fluid phase heat transfer of Oldroyd-B liquid and
decays slowly for growing values of γ. Figure 4b shows the impact of γ on θs(η) of both
Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids. The growth in γ declines the θs(η) of both Oldroyd-B
and Jefferey liquids. Increasing γ causes the system to become unstable. The influence is
most obvious when there is very little γ. Physically, at higher γ values, convection may
be completely suppressed, resulting in declination of both fluid and solid phase thermal
profiles. Moreover, solid phase heat transfer of Jefferey liquid is more than that of solid
phase heat transfer of Oldroyd-B liquid and decays slowly for growing values of γ.
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Figure 4. (a) Impact of γ on θ f (η) and (b) Impact of γ on θs(η).

Figure 5a shows the stimulation of H on θ f (η) of both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids.
The growth in H rises the θ f (η) of both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids. Further, both
liquids show approximately the same fluid phase heat transfer for escalating values of H.
Figure 5b displays the stimulation of H on θs(η) of both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids. The
growth in H declines the θs(η) of both liquids. Further, both liquids show approximately
the same solid phase heat transfer for escalating values of H. Here, the thermal gradient of
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the solid phase drops and liquid phase upsurges as H increases due to fast heat transfer
between the phases.
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nanoparticles have varied Nb values, which causes the θ f (η) for liquid to increase.
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Figure 7a shows the stimulation of Nt on χ(η) of both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids.
The growth in Nt rises the χ(η) of both Oldroyd-B and Jefferey liquids. Nt denotes the ratio
of nanoparticle diffusion via thermophoretic force to momentum diffusion in nanoliquid.
The profiles get larger when the Nt is increased, showing an increase in solutal boundary
layer thickness. Further, Jeffery liquid shows improved fluid phase mass transfer compared
to Oldroyd-B liquid for higher values of Nt. The impact of Sc on χ(η) of both Oldroyd-B
and Jefferey liquids is showed in Figure 7b. The gain in Sc decay the mass transfer. The
growing value of Sc increases momentum diffusivity and causes the mass transport to
deteriorate. Schmidt number is a dimensionless number that describes the relationship
between mass and momentum diffusivities in a fluid flow. The hydrodynamic thickness
layer and the mass transfer layer are the physical names for these two concepts. The
smallest Sc refers to the highest concentration of the nanoparticles. Further, the χ(η) for
Jefferey liquid decays slower than that of the Oldroyd-B liquid for escalating values of Sc.
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The impact of Nt on Re−1/2Nu f versus γ for both liquids is exemplified in Figure 8a.
The escalating values of Nt deteriorations the Re−1/2Nu f of both liquids, but a contrary
trend is seen for improved γ values. Moreover, Oldroyd-B liquid shows a slightly im-
proved fluid phase heat transfer rate compared to Jeffrey liquid for growing values of Nt.
The encouragement of Nt on Re−1/2Nus versus γ for both nanoliquids is exemplified in
Figure 8b. The escalating values of Nt declines the Re−1/2Nus of both liquids. However,
inverse movement is seen for improved values of γ. Moreover, Jeffrey liquid shows im-
proved solid phase heat transfer rate compared to Oldroyd-B liquid for growing values of
both Nt and γ. From Figure 8a,b we conclude that, an upsurge in the H leads to growth
in the solid phase heat transfer rate of Jeffrey liquid while it declines the fluid phase heat
transference rate of Jeffrey fluid. Figure 9a depicts the impact of M on Re1/2C f versus K∗∗

for both liquids. The escalating values of M and K∗∗ decays the Re1/2C f of both liquids.
Moreover, Re1/2C f for Jeffrey liquid declines faster than that of the Oldroyd-B liquid. The
change in ShRe−1/2 versus Sc for escalating values of Nb for both liquids is revealed in
Figure 9b. Here, ShRe−1/2 improves for booming values of both Nb and Sc. Moreover,
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Jeffrey liquid shows more mass transfer rate than that of the Oldroyd-B liquid for rising
values of both Nb and Sc.
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4. Conclusions

Here, a mathematical model and theoretical study is performed to investigate the flow,
heat and mass transfer behaviour of a non-Newtonian (Oldroyd-B and Jeffrey) liquid over
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an SS in a porous medium using LTNE approach. Further, a similar solution is given for
steady two-dimensional flow subject to Buongiorno’s theory to investigate the nature of
MHD. The governing equations of the flow are reduced and cracked by employing R-K
based shooting method. The key findings are as follows:
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heat transfer coefficient for 

fluid/solid interface 

0
B  magnetic field   electrical conductivity 

p
C  specific heat capacity T  temperature 
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D  Brownian diffusion co-efficient f
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f

   fluid phase temperature profile ( )
s

   solid phase temperature profile 
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K  porosity parameter   thermal diffusivity 
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non-dimensional inter-phase heat 
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The velocity of the Oldroyd-B fluid declines faster and high heat transfer is seen for
lower values of magnetic parameter when compared to Jeffry fluid. However, for
higher values of magnetic parameter, velocity of the Jeffery fluid declines faster and
shows high heat transfer when compared to Oldroyd-B fluid.
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The liquid and solid phase heat transfer of Jefferey liquid is more than that of liquid
and solid phase heat transfer of Oldroyd-B liquid and decays slowly for growing
values of γ.
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The thermal gradient of the solid phase of both liquids drops and liquid phase of both
liquids increases as H increases.
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Jeffery liquid shows higher fluid phase heat transfer than Oldroyd-B liquid for rising
values of Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameters.
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The rising values of thermophoresis parameter declines the liquid and solid phase
heat transfer rate of both liquids.
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Nomenclature

(u, v) velocity components
ε porosity
Uw stretching velocity
µ dynamic viscosity
k thermal conductivity
B0 magnetic field
ρCp specific heat capacity
DB Brownian diffusion co-efficient
ν f kinematic viscosity
θ f (η) fluid phase temperature profile
K∗∗ porosity parameter
H non-dimensional inter-phase heat transfer parameter
λ1 Deborah number with respect to relaxation time
C concentration
λ2 Deborah number with respect to retardation time
DT thermophoresis diffusion co-efficient
Nus Nusselt number for solid phase
τ ratio of the effective heat capacity
γ porosity-modified conductivity ratio
Re local Reynolds number
M magnetic parameter
Sh Sherwood number
C f skin friction
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K∗ porous medium permeability
(x, y) directions
c stretching constant
ρ density
h f s heat transfer coefficient for fluid/solid interface
σ electrical conductivity
T temperature
Nu f Nusselt number for fluid phase
f (η) velocity profile
θs(η) solid phase temperature profile
α thermal diffusivity
Pr Prandtl number
β1 relaxation time
χ(η) concentration profile
β3 retardation time
Nt thermophoresis parameter
Nb Brownian motion parameter
β2 ratio of the relaxation toretardation times
Subscripts
f fluid phase
s solid-matrix phase
w wall
∞ ambient
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